EXECUTIVE BRIEF

Tanium is the First Endpoint
Communications Platform
for Today and Tomorrow

Prevent cyber attacks at their root
•• Prevention starts with the best
practices of good security hygiene.
•• Enable complete and current
monitoring of compliance across
every endpoint.

Detect, hunt, & respond to threats
•• Even with all the security tools
you own, the bad actors still find
a way in. Be ready when speed

We offer a single endpoint agent and infrastructure
to address a number of critical IT use cases
Are you struggling to innovate with technology in order to feed the business hunger for
digital transformation while keeping data and devices safe and secure? Are you faced
with expensive, ineffective security tools? Are you grappling with excess software
licenses and over-allocated assets? These are just some of the challenges we hear
every day from the CIOs and other IT leaders with whom we work. These inefficiencies
drive your spending, increase your organizational risk, and distract from your real
mission–enabling the business to innovate and operate as efficiently as possible.

and completeness is critical.
•• Detect, scope, and fully eliminate
threats in a way others can’t.

Get control of
operations management
•• Visibility and control to every
system on-premises, in the cloud,
or remote employees.
•• The only enterprise platform that
can scale with today’s highly
distributed IT environment.

Improve IT asset visibility
•• Software audits and poor
resource utilization can waste
millions of dollars due to
inaccurate asset records.
•• Don’t chance it. Know with
confidence what’s running on

Tanium helps eliminate IT waste in a number of critical ways:
Reduce endpoint management and security point tools, thus
reclaiming valuable compute and headcount resources.
Enable efficient collaboration between IT operations and security
teams by delivering a single, always up-to-date source of truth.
Reduce the amount of effort required to prepare and assess your
regulatory compliance measures.
Reclaim unused software licenses and leverage current data to
respond to software-vendor audits.
Eliminate wasted incident response efforts, which are often
caused by slow and incomplete point tools which fail to play
nicely together.

your endpoints today–not what
was running last month.

Proven in many of the largest organizations in the world

12 of the top 15
Banks

tanium.com • info@tanium.com

6 of the top 10
Retailers

3 branches of
the U.S. Armed Forces

Fundamentally different than every other IT tool
Tanium was created to manage the new reality of networks–dynamic, distributed, and
rapidly changing. Through a patented architecture, Tanium avoids the expensive and
slow techniques of every other system and security management tool. Whether you’re
handling tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands, or even millions of endpoints,
the Tanium communications architecture not only adapts to scale, it thrives with it.
The net result? Tanium makes organizations more resilient, adaptable, and secure
than ever before.

Tanium gives the world’s largest enterprises
and government organizations the unique
power to secure, control and manage
millions of endpoints across the enterprise
within seconds. With the unprecedented
speed, scale and simplicity of Tanium,
security and IT operations teams now
have complete and accurate information
on the state of endpoints at all times to
more effectively protect against modern
day threats and realize new levels of cost
efficiency in IT operations.
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